The Art of Inspiration

Mat and Metallic Paint Finish | Signature Texture Touch | Trendy Design for Surface art

Aurora
Excel Wallcoverings is imbued with a passion for art, luxury and affordable interiors, redefining Indian walls with Global trends. Over the past two decades we are the fastest growing and the largest wallpaper company in India. Headquartered in City of Joy - Kolkata, Excel has its presence all over India through our expert sales team and channel partners.

Discover our wallcovering collection which includes - from traditional patterns like classical damask, stripes, and motifs to modern prints like abstract, contemporary, botanical to digitally printed custom murals.

Address : 301 Prasad Square, 164 AJC Bose Road, WB, Kolkata - 700 014, India. Contact us : +91-33-40560400, email: info@excelwallpapers.com
AURORA

Reinterpret your space design and decoration

Made in Korea
Specification Sheet

Collection Name: AURORA
Country of Origin: Korea
Category: Elite
Roll Size: 1.06 mtr x 5.2 mtr = 59 Sq.Ft.
Quality: Vinyl with paper back
MATT AND METALLIC PAINT FINISH
THESE DAMASK WALLPAPER PATTERNS BRING A TIMELESS BEAUTY TO WALLS, WITH REALIZATIONS OF THE DAMASK RANGING FROM TRADITIONAL TO GLAMOROUS.
CHARMING SURFACE ART
IF YOU’VE GOT YOUR EAR TO THE WALL OF INTERIOR DESIGN, YOU’VE NO DOUBT HEARD PEOPLE SINGING THE PRAISES OF CORK
CREATE BEAUTIFUL YOUR OWN HOME WITH AURORA. A HOUSE BECOMES A HOME FOR ART.
ANY ROOM CAN BE MADE TO FEEL MORE INVITING AND INSPIRING WITH A FLORAL.